The System Of Objects Radical Thinkers
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this the system of
objects radical thinkers by online. You might not require more times to spend to go to the
ebook launch as without difficulty as search for them. In some cases, you likewise accomplish
not discover the broadcast the system of objects radical thinkers that you are looking for. It
will no question squander the time.
However below, when you visit this web page, it will be so entirely simple to get as skillfully
as download lead the system of objects radical thinkers
It will not take many epoch as we explain before. You can realize it even if feint something
else at house and even in your workplace. so easy! So, are you question? Just exercise just
what we meet the expense of under as skillfully as review the system of objects radical
thinkers what you afterward to read!

Liberalism and Democracy Norberto Bobbio 2005 A magisterial introduction to the
relationship between liberalism and democracy, from its beginnings in classical Greek
thought to our own times.
America Jean Baudrillard 1989 In this, his most accessible and evocative book, France’s
leading philosopher of postmodernism takes to the freeways in a collection of traveler’s tales
from the land of hyperreality.
Left Hemisphere Razmig Keucheyan 2013-07-02 As the crisis of capitalism unfolds, the need
for alternatives is felt ever more intensely. The struggle between radical movements and the
forces of reaction will be merciless. A crucial battlefield, where the outcome of the crisis will
in part be decided, is that of theory. Over the last twenty-five years, radical intellectuals
across the world have produced important and innovative ideas. The endeavour to transform
the world without falling into the catastrophic traps of the past has been a common element
uniting these new approaches. This book – aimed at both the general reader and the
specialist – offers the first global cartography of the expanding intellectual field of critical
contemporary thought. More than thirty authors and intellectual currents of every continent
are presented in a clear and succinct manner. A history of critical thought in the twentieth
and twenty-first centuries is also provided, helping situate current thinkers in a broader
historical and sociological perspective.
Panegyric Guy Debord 2004 Debord's audacious autobiography, here beautifully illustrated.
The Spirit of Terrorism Jean Baudrillard 2014-09-24 Baudrillard sees the power of the
terrorists as lying in the symbolism of slaughter—not merely the reality of death, but in a
sacrifice that challenges the whole system. Where previously the old revolutionary sought to
conduct a struggle between real forces in the context of ideology and politics, the new
terrorist mounts a powerful symbolic challenge which, when combined with high-tech
resources, constitutes an unprecedented assault on an over-sophisticated and vulnerable
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West. This new edition is up-dated with the essays “Hypotheses on Terrorism” and “Violence
of the Global.”
Logics of Disintegration Peter Dews 2007 A major and brilliant work of Marxist theory,
admirably rigorous, clear-minded and well-researched.
Radical Thinkers Set 4 Theodor Adorno 2009-06 Verso's beautifully designed Radical
Thinkers series, which brings together seminal works by leading left-wing intellectuals, is a
sophisticated blend of theory and thought. --Ziauddin Sardar, New Statesmen A golden
treasury of theory. --Eric Banks, Bookforum
The Theory of Need in Marx Agnes Heller 2018-05-01 The first full presentation of a
fundamental aspect of Marx, the concept of need What are needs? While the edifices of
economic theory are built upon various mechanisms designed to satisfy “human needs,” not
many economists have addressed the idea of need itself. Heller’s highly original work
identifies this lacuna, recognizing the concept of needs as playing a “hidden but principal role
in Marx’s economic categories.” Her writing lucidly exposes radical needs as bearing the
seeds of revolutionary agency in alienated capitalist society, and reasserts our existence as
sentient beings beyond the realm of the material, productive spheres.
Radical Technologies Adam Greenfield 2017-06-13 A field manual to the technologies that are
transforming our lives Everywhere we turn, a startling new device promises to transfigure
our lives. But at what cost? In this urgent and revelatory excavation of our Information Age,
leading technology thinker Adam Greenfield forces us to reconsider our relationship with the
networked objects, services and spaces that define us. It is time to re-evaluate the Silicon
Valley consensus determining the future. We already depend on the smartphone to navigate
every aspect of our existence. We’re told that innovations—from augmented-reality interfaces
and virtual assistants to autonomous delivery drones and self-driving cars—will make life
easier, more convenient and more productive. 3D printing promises unprecedented control
over the form and distribution of matter, while the blockchain stands to revolutionize
everything from the recording and exchange of value to the way we organize the mundane
realities of the day to day. And, all the while, fiendishly complex algorithms are operating
quietly in the background, reshaping the economy, transforming the fundamental terms of
our politics and even redefining what it means to be human. Having successfully colonized
everyday life, these radical technologies are now conditioning the choices available to us in
the years to come. How do they work? What challenges do they present to us, as individuals
and societies? Who benefits from their adoption? In answering these questions, Greenfield’s
timely guide clarifies the scale and nature of the crisis we now confront —and offers ways to
reclaim our stake in the future.
The Metastases of Enjoyment Slavoj Zizek 2005 A disturbing and radical examination of the
status of women and the role of violence in contemporary culture and politics.
The Jean Baudrillard Reader Steve Redhead 2008 Jean Baudrillard (1929-2007) was a
controversial social and cultural theorist known for his trenchant analyses of media and
technological communication. Belonging to the generation of French thinkers that included
Gilles Deleuze, Jean-François Lyotard, Michel Foucault, and Jacques Lacan, Baudrillard has
at times been vilified by his detractors, but the influence of his work on critical thought and
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pop culture is impossible to deny (many might recognize his name from The Matrix movies,
which claimed to be based on the French theorist's ideas). Steve Redhead takes a fresh look
at Baudrillard in relation to the intellectual and political climates in which he wrote.
Baudrillard sought to produce a theory of modernity, but the modern world of the 1950s was
radically different from the reality of the early twenty-first century. Beginning with
Baudrillard's initial publications in the 1960s and concluding with his writings on 9/11 and
Abu Ghraib, Redhead guides the reader through Baudrillard's difficult texts and unorthodox
views on current issues. He also proposes an original theory of Baudrillard's relation to
postmodernism, presenting the theorist's work as "non-postmodernist," after Bruno Latour's
concept of "non-modernity." Each section of the Reader includes an extract from one of
Baudrillard's writings, prefaced by a short bibliographical introduction that places the piece
in context and puts the debate surrounding the theorist into sharp perspective. The conflict
over Baudrillard's legacy stems largely from the fact that a comprehensive selection of his
writings has yet to be translated and collected into one volume. The Jean Baudrillard Reader
provides an expansive and much-needed portrait of the critic's resonant work.
The System of Objects Jean Baudrillard 2005 Pressing Freudian and Saussurean categories
into the service of a basically Marxist perspective, The System of Objects offersa cultural
critique of the commodity in consumer society. Baudrillardclassifies the everyday objects of
the "new technical order" asfunctional, nonfunctional and metafunctional. He contrasts
"modern" and"traditional" functional objects, subjecting home furnishing andinterior design
to a celebrated semiological analysis. His treatment ofnonfunctional or "marginal" objects
focuses on antiques and thepsychology of collecting, while the metafunctional category
extends tothe useless, the aberrant and even the "schizofunctional." Finally,Baudrillard deals
at length with the implications of credit andadvertising for the commodification of everyday
life. The System of Objectsis a tour de force of the materialist semiotics of the
earlyBaudrillard, who emerges in retrospect as something of a lightning rodfor all the live
ideas of the day: Bataille's political economy of"expenditure" and Mauss's theory of the gift;
Reisman's lonely crowdand the "technological society" of Jacques Ellul; the structuralism
ofRoland Barthes in The System of Fashion; Henri Lefebvre's workon the social construction
of space; and last, but not least, GuyDebord's situationist critique of the spectacle.
How Television Shapes Our Worldview Deborah A. Macey 2014-05-15 Despite the fractured
media scape and ideological distortions, the voice from television offers important lessons
and ways to understand who we are as humans and how we interact with others, both locally
and globally. This book offers a global perspective on how television shapes our perception of
the world.
The Information Bomb Paul Virilio 2005 Virilio's exploration of the relationship between
technology, speed, war and information technology weaves together a breathtaking
worldview of horror, exhilaration and hope.
Fatal Strategies Jean Baudrillard 1999-01 ''... brilliantly original ... brings cultural and postcolonial theory to bear on a wide range of authors with great skill and sensitivity.' Terry
Eagleton
Fragments Jean Baudrillard 2007 Disturbing and vivid meditations on the meanings of
objects and sensations, from postmodernity's quintessential theorist.
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The System of Objects Jean Baudrillard 2020-03-24 The System of Objects is a tour de
force—a theoretical letter-in-a-bottle tossed into the ocean in 1968, which brilliantly
communicates to us all the live ideas of the day—offering a cultural critique of the commodity
in consumer society.
Impossible Exchange Jean Baudrillard 2012-01-16 Working his way through the various
spheres and systems of everyday life—the political, the juridical, the economical, the
aesthetic, the biological, among others—he finds that they are all characterized by the same
non-equivalence, and hence the same eccentricity. Literally, they have no meaning outside
themselves and cannot be exchanged for anything. Politics is laden with signs and meanings,
but seen from the outside it has no meaning. Schemes for genetic experimentation and
investigation are becoming infinitely ramified, and the more ramified they become the more
the crucial question is left unanswered: who rules over life? Who rules over death?
Baudrillard’s conclusion is that the true formula of contemporary nihilism lies here: the
nihilism of value itself. This is our fate, and from this stem both the happiest and the most
baleful consequences. This book might be said to be the exploration, first, of the ‘fateful’
consequences, and subsequently—by a poetic transference of situation—of the fortunate,
happy consequences of impossible exchange.
The Intelligence of Evil Jean Baudrillard 2013-06-27 Controversial postmodern thinker
explores the rhetoric of the War on Terror and the Clash of Civilizations between East and
West.
Machine Habitus Massimo Airoldi 2021-12-13 We commonly think of society as made of and
by humans, but with the proliferation of machine learning and AI technologies, this is clearly
no longer the case. Billions of automated systems tacitly contribute to the social construction
of reality by drawing algorithmic distinctions between the visible and the invisible, the
relevant and the irrelevant, the likely and the unlikely – on and beyond platforms. Drawing on
the work of Pierre Bourdieu, this book develops an original sociology of algorithms as social
agents, actively participating in social life. Through a wide range of examples, Massimo
Airoldi shows how society shapes algorithmic code, and how this culture in the code guides
the practical behaviour of the code in the culture, shaping society in turn. The ‘machine
habitus’ is the generative mechanism at work throughout myriads of feedback loops linking
humans with artificial social agents, in the context of digital infrastructures and pre-digital
social structures. Machine Habitus will be of great interest to students and scholars in
sociology, media and cultural studies, science and technology studies and information
technology, and to anyone interested in the growing role of algorithms and AI in our social
and cultural life.
Passwords Jean Baudrillard 2011-01-10 In his analysis of the deep social trends rooted in
production, consumption, and the symbolic, Jean Baudrillard touches the very heart of the
concerns of the generation currently rebelling against the framework of the consumer
society. With the ever-greater mediatization of society, Baudrillard argues that we are
witnessing the virtualization of our world, a disappearance of reality itself, and perhaps the
impossibility of any exchange at all. This disenchanted perspective has become the rallying
point for all those who reject the traditional sociological and philosophical paradigms of our
age. Passwords offers us twelve accessible and enjoyable entry points into Baudrillard’s
thought by way of the concepts he uses throughout his work: the object, seduction, value,
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impossible exchange, the obscene, the virtual, symbolic exchange, the transparency of evil,
the perfect crime, destiny, duality, and thought.
The Spirit of Terrorism Jean Baudrillard 2013-01-16 Baudrillard sees the power of the
terrorists as lying in the symbolism of slaughter—not merely the reality of death, but in a
sacrifice that challenges the whole system. Where previously the old revolutionary sought to
conduct a struggle between real forces in the context of ideology and politics, the new
terrorist mounts a powerful symbolic challenge which, when combined with high-tech
resources, constitutes an unprecedented assault on an over-sophisticated and vulnerable
West. This new edition is up-dated with the essays “Hypotheses on Terrorism” and “Violence
of the Global.”
Brecht and Method Fredric Jameson 2011-01-10 The legacy of Bertolt Brecht is much
contested, whether by those who wish to forget or to vilify his politics, but his stature as the
outstanding political playwright and poet of the twentieth century is unforgettably
established in this major critical work. Fredric Jameson elegantly dissects the intricate
connections between Brecht’s drama and politics, demonstrating the way these combined to
shape a unique and powerful influence on a profoundly troubled epoch. Jameson sees
Brecht’s method as a multi-layered process of reflection and self-reflection, reference and
self-reference, which tears open a gap for individuals to situate themselves historically, to
think about themselves in the third person, and to use that self-projection in history as a basis
for judgment. Emphasizing the themes of separation, distance, multiplicity, choice and
contradiction in Brecht’s entire corpus, Jameson’s study engages in a dialogue with a cryptic
work, unpublished in Brecht’s lifetime, entitled Me-ti; Book of Twists and Turns. Jameson
sees this text as key to understanding Brecht’s critical reflections on dialectics and his
orientally informed fascination with flow and flux, change and the non-eternal. For Jameson,
Brecht is not prescriptive but performative. His plays do not provide answers but attempt to
show people how to perform the act of thinking, how to begin to search for answers
themselves. Brecht represents the ceaselessness of transformation while at the same time
alienating it, interrupting it, making it comprehensible by making it strange. And thereby, in
breaking it up by analysis, the possibility emerges of its reconstitution under a new law.
The Perfect Crime Jean Baudrillard 1996 In this book, perhaps the most cogent expression of
his mature thought, Jean Baudrillard turns detective in order to investigate a crime which he
hopes may yet be solved: the 'murder' of reality. To solve the crime would be to unravel the
social and technological processes by which reality has quite simply vanished under the
deadly glare of media 'real time.' But Baudrillard is not merely intending to lament the
disappearance of the real, an occurrence he recently described as 'the most important event
of modern history,' nor even to meditate upon the paradoxes of reality and illusion, truth and
its masks. The Perfect Crime is also the work of a great moraliste: a penetrating examination
of vital aspects of the social, political and cultural life of the 'advanced democracies' in the
(very) late twentieth century. However, whether stripping away the layers of hypocrisy which
surround our smug perceptions of the former Yugoslavia, or deploring the New European
Order characterized by 'white fundamentalism, protectionism, discrimination and control',
the moraliste is also the deft and disturbing social theorist. Where critics like McLuhan once
exposed the alienating consequences of 'the medium', Baudrillard lays bare the depredatory
effects of an oppressive transparency on our social lives, of a relentless positivity on our
critical faculties, and of a withering 'high definition' on our very sense of reality.
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The Transparency of Evil Jean Baudrillard 2009-06-09 The renowned postmodernist
philosopher’s tour-de-force contemplation of sex, technology, politics and disease in Western
culture after the revolutionary ‘orgy’ of the 1960s.
Hegel: Contra Sociology Gillian Rose 2000-12-01 This original and challenging book presents
a radical revision of traditional assessments of Hegel. Gillian Rose argues that the classical
origins of contemporary non-Marxist and Marxist sociology rest on the 'neo-Kantian'
paradigm and that Hegel's thought anticipates and criticises the limitations of this paradigm
and the problems of methodologism and moralism in sociological method. Hegel's major
mature works are expounded in the light of his early radical writings. From this unusual
perspective Dr Rose shows that Hegel's speculative discourse is a powerful critique of
bourgeois property relations and law, or art and religion as misrepresentation and of the
inversions and end of culture. The book concludes with a discussion of the end of philosophy,
the repetition of sociology and the culture and fate of Marxism.
Read My Desire Joan Copjec 2015-06-09 In Read My Desire, Joan Copjec stages a
confrontation between the theories of Jacques Lacan and those of Michel Foucault,
protagonists of two powerful modern disciplines—psychoanalysis and historicism. Ordinarily,
these modes of thinking only cross paths long enough for historicists to charge
psychoanalysis with an indifference to history, but here psychoanalysis, via Lacan, goes on
the offensive. Refusing to cede history to the historicists, Copjec makes a case for the
superiority of Lacan’s explanation of historical processes and generative principles. Her goal
is to inspire a new kind of cultural critique, one that is “literate in desire,” and capable of
interpreting what is unsaid in the manifold operations of culture.
Jean Baudrillard Douglas Kellner 1989 "This is the first full-scale critique in English of the
work of Jean Baudrillard, a fascinating French thinker who has, during the past twenty years,
opened new lines of cultural thought and discourse while sharply questioning many of the
Marxian, Freudian, and structuralist positions that were characteristic of the previous era of
radical social theory. ... The author argues that through today, Baudrillard is celebrated as
one of the most innovative thinkers in the discourses of poststructuralism and
postmodernism, his reception has been remarkably uncritical and ahistorical. There has been
little analysis of his complex intellectual trajectory, of his involvement in a series of debates
within the French post-May 1968 intellectual scene, and of his dramatic transformations in
thinking and writing in the 1970's and 1980's. In this book, the author begins the process of
mapping out, contextualizing, and critically appraising Baudrillard's trajectory. He deals first
with Baudrillard's early writings, notably The System of Objects and the Consumer Society,
which form the original matrix of his thought. The remainder of the book is organized
thematically, analyzing Baudrillard's early development of a neo-Marxian social theory (The
Mirror of Production), his break with Marxism (Symbolic Exchange and Death), his turn to a
postmodern position (Forget Foucault and Of Seduction), and the surprising developments in
his work of the 1970's and 1980's (America and The Devine Left)."--Cover.
Strategy of Deception Paul Virilio 2000 Drawing on events and bombing during the war in
Kosovo, aruges that governments, the military, and the media use information and arms
technology in war to weave a system of global telesurveillance.
How to Be a Revolutionary C.A. Davids 2022-02-08 Named one of ESSENCE's "9 South
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African Entertainers You Should Know" An extraordinary, ambitious, globe-spanning novel
about what we owe our consciences Fleeing her moribund marriage in Cape Town, Beth
accepts a diplomatic posting to Shanghai. In this anonymous city she hopes to lose herself in
books, wine, and solitude, and to dodge whatever pangs of conscience she feels for her fealty
to a South African regime that, by the 21st century, has betrayed its early promises. At night,
she hears the sound of typing, and then late one evening Zhao arrives at her door. They
explore hidden Shanghai and discover a shared love of Langston Hughes--who had his own
Chinese and African sojourns. But then Zhao vanishes, and a typewritten manuscript--chunk
by chunk--appears at her doorstep instead. The truths unearthed in this manuscript cause her
to reckon with her own past, and the long-buried story of what happened to Kay, her fearless,
revolutionary friend... Connecting contemporary Shanghai, late Apartheid-era South Africa,
and China during the Great Leap Forward and the Tiananmen uprising--and refracting this
globe-trotting and time-traveling through Hughes' confessional letters to a South African
protege about the poet's time in Shanghai--How to Be a Revolutionary is an amazingly
ambitious novel. It's also a heartbreaking exploration of what we owe our countries, our
consciences, and ourselves.
Symbolic Exchange and Death Jean Baudrillard 2016-12-15 Jean Baudrillard is one of the
most celebrated and most controversial of contemporary social theorists. This major work
occupies a central place in the rethinking of the humanities and social sciences around the
idea of postmodernism. It leads the reader on an exhilarating tour encompassing the end of
Marxism, the enchantment of fashion, symbolism about sex and the body, and the relations
between economic exchange and death. Most significantly, the book represents Baudrillard's
fullest elaboration of the concept of the three orders of the simulacra, defining the historical
passage from production to reproduction to simulation. A classic in its field, Symbolic
Exchange and Death is a key source for the redefinition of contemporary social thought.
Baudrillard's critical gaze appraises social theories as diverse as cybernetics, ethnography,
psychoanalysis, feminism, Marxism, communications theory and semiotics. This English
translation begins with a new introductory essay.
Capitalism, Socialism, Ecology André Gorz 2014-07-01 Against the background of recent
technological developments, Gorz's major new book explores the political agendas facing
both right and left in the midst of the transformations of the nature of work and the structure
of the workforce. In this major new book, Andre Gorz expands on the political implications of
his prescient and influential Paths to Paradise and Critique of Economic Reason. Against the
background of technological developments which have transformed the nature of work and
the structure of the workforce, Gorz explores the new political agendas facing both left and
right. Each is in disarray: the right, torn between the demands of capital and the 'traditional
values' of its supporters, can only offer illusory solutions, while the left either capitulates to
these or remains tempted by regressive, 'fundamentalist' projects inappropriate to complex
modern societies. Identifying the grave risks posed by a dual society with a hyperactive
minority of full-time workers confronting a silenced majority who are, at best, precariously
employed, Gorz proposes a new definition of a key social conflict within Western societies in
terms of the distribution of work and the form and content of non-working time.Taking into
account changing cultural attitudes to work, he re-examines socialism's historical
project—which, he contends, has always properly been to lay down the rules and limits within
which economic raitonality may be permitted to function, not to create some statist,
productivist countersystem. Above all, he offers a vital fresh perspective for the left, whose
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objective, in his view, must be to extend the sphere to autonomous human activity, and
increase the possibilities for individual self-fulfilment.
Machiavelli and Us Louis Althusser 2011-01-10 “We do not publish our own drafts, that is,
our own mistakes, but we do sometimes publish other people’s,” Louis Althusser once
observed of Marx’s early writings. Among his own posthumously released drafts, one, at
least, is incontestably neither mistake nor out-take: the text of his lecture course on
Machiavelli, originally delivered at the École Normale Supérieure in 1972, intermittently
revised up to the mid-1980s, and carefully prepared for publication after his death in 1990.
Though only appearing as an occasional reference in the Marxist philosopher’s oeuvre,
Machiavelli was an unseen constant presence. For together with Spinoza and Marx,
Machiavelli was a veritable Althusserian passion. Machiavelli and Us reveals why, and will be
welcomed for the light it sheds on the richly complex thought of its author.
Fragments Jean Baudrillard 1997 "Fragmentary writing is, ultimately, democratic writing.
Each fragment enjoys an equal distinction. Even the most banal finds exceptional reader.
Each, in turn, has its hour of glory. Of course, each fragment could become a book. But the
point is that it will not do so, for the ellipse is superior to the straight line ... " This latest
work in the Cool Memories series is culled from Baudrillard's notebooks in the period when
he was composing The Illusion of the End and The Perfect Crime. It is a work of meditations
and poetic musings which alight briefly and tantalisingly on: the silent wisdom and wit of
objective processes, of the world and the emptiness of our political, artistic and scientific
scenes; Europe, the Eastern bloc, Australia and New York; life, the universe and the stubborn
non-meaning of everything.
Sexuality in the Field of Vision Jacqueline Rose 2020-10-13 A brilliantly original
exploration of the interface between feminism, psychoanalysis, semiotics and film theory.
Aesthetics and Politics Ernst Bloch 1980 No other country and no other period has
produced a tradition of major aesthetic debate to compare with that which unfolded in
German culture from the 1930s to the 1950s. In Aesthetics and Politics the key texts of the
great Marxist controversies over literature and art during these years are assembled in a
single volume. They do not form a disparate collection but a continuous, interlinked debate
between thinkers who have become giants of twentieth-century intellectual history.
Critique of Instrumental Reason Max Horkheimer 2014-09-24 These essays, written
between 1949 and 1967, focus on a single theme: the triumph in the twentieth century of the
state-bureaucratic apparatus and ‘instrumental reason’ and the concomitant liquidation of
the individual and the basic social institutions and relationships associated with the
individual.
Screened Out Jean Baudrillard 2014-01-07 ‘Watching the president’s Christmas message
produces this necropolar, white-mass sensation. Seeing the video broadcast of the Christmas
service in the cathedral itself, with these pathetic screens and the young worshippers
slumped around them here and there, you tell yourself that God and religion deserved better.
Deserved to die, yes, but not this. However, watching the presidential figure and his sonorous
inanity, you tell yourself that here at least you got what you deserved. Chirac is useless – that
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goes without saying – but so are we all ... Uselessness of this kind has no origin: it exists
immediately, reciprocally; like a shared secret, you savour it implicitly – with its warm
bitterness – particularly in these cold snaps, as the very essence of the social bond.
Sanctioned by that other interactive uselessness – the uselessness of the screen.’ In this
stimulating collection of journalistic essays, Jean Baudrillard delves into a host of subjects,
ranging from those of his familiar stomping ground (virtual reality, Disney, television) to
topics further afield, such as children’s rights, holocaust revisionism, AIDS, Formula One
racing, mad cow disease and cloning. These intriguing articles demonstrate the true range of
Baudrillard’s thought and the versatility of the concepts that founded his philosophy.
Jean Baudrillard Richard G Smith 2015-07-01 This new collection gathers 23 highly insightful
yet previously difficult-to-find interviews with Baudrillard, ranging over topics as diverse as
art, war, technology, globalisation, terrorism and the fate of humanity.
Radical Thinkers Set 6 Theodor W. Adorno 2012-02-02 The 6th set of the renowned
philosophy series: beautiful covers, bargain price, classic theory.
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